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S15128 Crystal Field Theory: Why Copper Solutions are Blue

Teachers
Vivian Hir
Year: Sophomore
Major: Course 5-7 (Chemistry & Biology)
Hometown: Danville, CA
Group: Laura Kiessling Research Lab

Karla Ravin
Year: Junior
Major: Course 5 (Chemistry)
Hometown: Stamford, CT
Group: Mircea Dincă Research Lab

Course description
Have you ever wondered what makes certain transition metal solutions have distinct
colors, from copper's vivid blue color to nickel's green hue? The theory that addresses
this phenomenon is crystal field theory.
This rigorous class will go over the chemistry concepts behind crystal field theory and
discuss interesting properties/applications of some coordination complexes.

Note:
This handout is uploaded to the Splash page, along with contemporary research papers
for those interested.
If you like this class, we recommend taking S15142 “Why is CO poisonous, but not O2?
Answers from Molecular Orbital Theory” taught by Vivian Hir and Melbourne Tang,
tomorrow from 10:05 am - 10:55 am in room 1-135!
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Periodic table
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Foossbeyondtnisclass
orbital describes the wavefunction of an electron or the

probability of an electron existing in space
An orbital can only have 2electrons existing together
with opposite spins otherwise the electrostatic repulsion
is toogreat and unstable

possible I impossible I or

denotes an orbital

orbitals and wavefunctions can be approximated bythe blocks of the periodic table





How do we get bonds
Answer two of these orbitals will mix

example hydrogen binds with hydrogen to get Az

Hydrogen has 1 electron in s block
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lower in energybecause

S orbitals are closer to
the nucleus and have most interaction Lower energy more stable

Hund's Rule electrons will singly occupy all orbitals in a

degenerate state before pairing up



Anti bonding
phases notice in p and d orbitals a dark shaded

lobe This represents different phases of the
orbital when adding a node The derivation
of this is beyond this class

If two hydrogens interacted with opposite phases

they would not bond They would form an anti bonding
combination
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bonding rules 1 must be same phase
2 must have similar symmetry

i e S binds with s
Px with px etc

3 must be similar in energy
i e H s orbital will not interact with

Pbs orbital because their energies are
too different



Types of bonds
Sigma o strongest bond type Most orbital overlap
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Transition metal complexes
Transition metal complexes are colorful

We love colors in the lab Who wants brown solutions

We'll uncover why they're different colors

Why do we care about transition metals

1 These complexes are super important in biology

Hemoglobin Fe complexes carry oxygen to your cells

Square planar

E
Vitamin B12 Cobalt complex

Cisplatin Pt complex to treat cancer

2 Can be used in solar cells or as LEDs
perovskite

3 Can create crystal lattice structures to selectively
collect gases

metal organic frameworks

4 Many more



Coordination complexes
Metal complexes bond with their d orbitals

Because of their different orbital orientations they
can bind with different atoms or molecules called

ligands and create different geometries and

topologies

Examples ME metal LE ligand
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trigonal bipyramid see saw tetrahedral

Each of these geometries have a different interaction

with the metal d orbitals causing a split in the

degeneracy of the five d orbitals



Crystal Field Theory CFT

CFT is the splitting of degenerate d
or f orbitals

due to the presence of an electric field caused by

interacting ligands

Different ligandfields or metal complex geometries will yield

different splittingsbased on orbital interactions

Free metal ion octahedral field
experiencing no field
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These lobes interact directly these lobes lie in between point
with thepointcharges charges and do not interact
E é repulsion is destabilizing non bonding n b orbitals



Otherrepresentations É
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tetrahedral no field octahedral squareplana

Deet Do this is due to the number of interactingpoint

charges

The different interactions of the point charge positions
with the d orbitals cause these shifts in splitting

But in reality ligands are not point chargesThey have

different electronic properties and densities

How do ligands effect the crystal field splitting
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I to H2O I weak field NCS to CO E strong field
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weak field ligands tend to have smaller splitting and

thereforeform high spin complexes

Steil d ligands tend to have larger splitting and

therefore form lowspin complexes

we mentioned Hund's rule and pairing energy

High spin occurs when the splittingenergy is small comparable
to the e e pairing energy This means instead of

pairing electrons in the lowest energy state before adding
to the next state electrons will half fill all states

before pairing
Low spin occurs when the splitting energy is large
comparable to the pairing energyThus electrons will

pair before filling the next state

Example

117 71 II Ino I to
Felt Efe H2o 6 Fe CN

group 8 weak field ligand strong field ligand

46 small Do large Do
high spin low spin



Now we know how ligands influence CFT

But how does the metal impact this

Do increases with

1 larger metals low spin

Thesecompounds have very large orbitals which interact

more with the ligands creating a large Do

5d metals are almost exclusively low spin

2 low oxidation state low spin

High oxidation States
3 41 5 charges mean the

metal is electropositive so
it draws more electron

density toward itself smallsplitting high spin

Considering metal and ligand effects we can determine

the crystal field splitting and electron filling Once we

know this we can figure out the color of the complex
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by this cu complex is redTherefore the
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Larger crystal fieldsplitting in Cust
light absorbed is violet and emitted isyellow

The reason why transition metal complexes have different
visible colors is because of CFT The d d gap is generally
within the visible light range and depending on the molecule
different colors exist in light



Ni H2o
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absorbs violet II III absorbs yellow
emits yellow emits violet

Crf
Cr Nlt 6 weak field ligand

lower energystrong field highspin
crlill d
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Crall d3

absorbs orange
absorbs violet emits greenemits yellow

d complexes like Cu PPhz 4
t and Zn H2o are

usually colorless


